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Following is script of Speech by Mr.D.M.Foot,M.P.,

today, at the Birmingham Celebrity Luncheon: -

You have only to read the speeches of Nazi writers and German propaganda
on the home front, to realise that the German people are haunted hy the memory
of the blockade in the last war,, They have never forgotten the acute shortages
of food, and clothing in 1917 and 1918, Neither have German industrialists

forgotten the straits to which they were reduced by the cutting off of their raw

materials. In this war, therefore, the Gorman rulers have done their utmost to

convince their own people and the world at large that they are now immune against
blockade.

It is true that the Germans have erected three formidable economic defences.

Firstly, they built up considerable stocks before the war. Secondly, after the

summer of 1940, they despoiled the occupied countries with systematic ruthlessness.

The third defence is autarky. Ever since Hitler’s advent to power he has sought
to make Germany self-supporting, by encouraging the manufacture of ersatz products,

by the use of low-grade domestic raw materials instead, of imports, and. by the

stimulation of German agriculture, and especially of such crops as oil seeds and.

sugar beet.

Today it is reasonably certain that reserve stocks of most important
commodities are nearly exhausted.. As a source-' of foodstuffs the occupied countries

are a rapidly-wasting asset. The system of autarky remains. But the price has to

he paid in man-power. For example, it takes seven times as many men to make a

ton of synthetic oil as it does to refine the some quantity of mineral oil. The

electric power to manufacture one ton of Buna rubber needs sixty tons of hard, coal,

equal to one man’s work for a fortnight. Finally, since the Germans must

themselves produce by far the larger part of their own foodstuffs, they arc

compelled, to maintain a very high proportion of their available labour upon The

land. In this country 7-, approximately one in twelve of the total labour force is

employed in agriculture. In Germany, the corresponding figure is about one in

four.

These facts have an immediate bearing upon the present situation. At a time

when man-power is the most valuable and irreplaceable of all commodities, it is a

factor of no small importance that the enemy should, be compelled to use up a large

part of his resources of labour in making good the supplies which he cannot obtain

from overseas* Just as the R.A.
F.,

by its attacks on German cities, engages over

a million and a half Germans in anti-aircraft and civilian defence, so the

Blockade immobilizes on even larger number of workers, many of whom would otherwise

be available to swell the German armies on the Eastern Front,
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